LIFE SCOPE®
SVM-7200
SERIES VITAL
SIGNS MONITOR
ALL INCLUSIVE VITAL SIGNS
& EM R CON N ECTIVITY SOLUTION

Simple Integration of Essential Vital Signs
The intuitive design of the Life Scope SVM-7200 Series vital signs monitor was
developed to save you time and increase efficiency in measuring, documenting
and integrating vital signs parameters to the patient’s medical records.
The Life Scope SVM-7200 Series vital signs monitor features Nihon Kohden’s
premium-as-standard design and comes complete with WLAN capabilities,
iNIBP™ and a battery at no additional charge. This all-in-one solution includes monitors,
accessories and integration with your EMR for a complete Vital Signs solution.

FAST

EASY

SIMPLE

forehead, or oral temperature scan

can be used to easily clean and disinfect

battery, roll stand and bar code scanner and all

02. Easily configure modified early warning

your monitor

accessories ready to use right out of the box

scoring to fit your hospital’s MEWS protocol.

02. Features a seamless two-touch, wireless

02. Solution includes spot check HL7 hardware

MEWS can be designed to help with

send-to-EMR function, so you can spend less

remote integration project services for connectivity

early detection

time charting and more time with patients

to your EMR

03. Measure non-invasive blood pressure

03. Intuitive user interface with color

03. Our subscription plans allow you immediate

quickly using inflation-based technology

touch screen

access to equipment without a capital expenditure

04. Offers a streamlined barcode-reading

04. Includes on-screen animated tutorials

04. Monitor and roll stand requires

functionality to ensure that the accurate

for user assistance

minimal assembly

01. Quickly screen patients using temporal

01. Most CDC recommended disinfectants

information goes to the right patient chart
every time
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01. Solution comes complete with monitor,

ONE KIT INCLUDES
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR
A COMPLETE SOLUTION
INCLUDING EMR CONNECTIVITY:
01. Starter kit with three Life Scope SVM-7200 Series vital signs monitors
02. Battery for up to 6 hours of use
03. Optional built-in recorder with thermal paper
04. Exergen TemporalScanner™ or Cardinal FILAC™-3000 thermometer solution
05. Roll stand with cable management bracket and basket
06. Bar code scanner for quick patient ID loading
07. Choice of Nihon Kohden, Nellcor®, or Masimo® SpO2 technology
and includes sensor starter kit
08. Nihon Kohden blood pressure hose for each monitor
09. Nihon Kohden’s reusable child, adult, and large adult blood pressure cuffs
10. HL7 Essential Vital Signs spot measurements, interface and configuration
11. Power cord
Each starter kit includes connectivity to your EMR, either via the NK-HiQ™
Enterprise Gateway or a NK-HiQ HL7 Essential vital signs server for non
Nihon Kohden Eco-systems

SVM-7200 HL7
STARTER KIT

ADD ON SVM
MONITORS

accessories and HL7 spot check connectivity

starter kit

$15,000

$3,590

All-in-one starter kit with three monitors,

Add a vital signs monitor to the HL7

OPTION FOR MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION AVAILABLE:
Avoid capital expenditure with a monthly subscription plan. Short-term monthly financing
alternatives also available. Please contact healthprotect@nihonkohden.com for details.
Our Life Scope SVM-7200 Series vital sign monitors come with a 5-year standard warranty
with the option to add damage level protection.
To help you get up and running quickly, each kit includes an operator’s manual, quick-start
guide, online training guide and an integrated training guide. On-site training and in-person
go-live support is available and quoted separately.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT US AT 1-800-325-0283 OR VISIT US.NIHONKOHDEN.COM
Life Scope is a registered trademark of Nihon Kohden Corporation. TemporalScanner is a trademark of Exergen Corporation. Covidien and ™ marked brands
are trademarks of Covidien AG or an affiliate. NK-HiQ is a trademark of Nihon Kohden Corporation. Nellcor is a registered trademark of Covidien, Medtronic,
and Cardinal Health. Masimo is a registered trademark of Masimo Corporation.
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